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Addendum 

March 1995 synthesis report 

Corrigendum 

1. Paragraph 31, lines 1, 2 and 3 
   For production read consumption 

2. Paragraphs 31 and 32 
   The last line of the subheading between paragraphs 31 and 32 should read consumption plus 100% of 1989 HCFC consumption 

3. Page 9, unnumbered subheading between paragraphs 36 and 37, lines 1 and 2 
   For reference level read 1989 CFC consumption plus 100% of 1989 HCFC consumption 

* Prepared at the request of the United Nations Environment Programme, on behalf of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol.
4. Page 10, paragraph 41, line 2
   For production read consumption

5. Page 10, paragraph 45, lines 2 and 7
   For production read consumption

6. Page 11, paragraph 47, line 2
   For production read consumption

7. Page 11, paragraph 49, lines 1, 2 and 16
   For production read consumption

8. Page 11, paragraph 49, line 2
   For to read by
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